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Experts for maritime and offshore solutions

Fassmer is a dynamic company with an 
expert in-house design and engineer-
ing team and state-of-the-art produc-
tion facilities. Five generations of family 
ownership stand for time-tested experi-
ence and expertise in shipbuilding, deck 
equipment and many other maritime as 
well as offshore technology solutions. 
Top quality and customer satisfaction are 
Fassmer’s hallmarks. 

With a passion for engineering and innova-

tion, reliability and safety, Fassmer consist-

ently strives to make life and work at sea 

as safe and efficient as possible. Fassmer’s 

boarding systems, yacht equipment, gang-

ways and working equipment, systems for 

offshore installations, and davits are built 

exactly for this purpose.

Customers can trust Fassmer’s extensive 

experience with sea-resistant materials and 

exceptional engineering design expertise 

to provide them with tailor-made solutions, 

also for highly special applications. After 

delivery, Fassmer will perform on-board 

installations, if desired.

Yacht Equipment

Davits and Winches

Boarding systems for  
Commercial Ships, Cruise and Navy Vessels

Gangways and Working Equipment

Systems for Offshore Installations



Fassmer Yacht Equipment 

Accommodation ladder Passerelle

Accommodation ladder Bridge passerelle Accommodation ladder

Yacht tenderSwimstairs

Accommodation ladder

Aft passerelle

Fassmer Yacht Equipment combines high functionality, comfort and safety with a high touch  
of luxury. The range includes accommodation ladders, bridge gangways and stern passerelles  
as well as shell doors, bathing platforms, bathing ladders, telescopic masts and crane beams. 
In addition, an elegant, state-of-the-art Yacht Tender serves as lifeboat, rescue boat and tender 
boat all in one. All products of the Fassmer Yacht Equipment range are available in powder-
coated aluminium, stainless steel or GRP/CFK for long-lasting beauty.
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A-Frame-Davit Fassmer Launching Ramp | FLR Fassmer Slewing Arm Davit | FSAR

Fassmer Davits and Winches 

Fassmer Multi Pivot Davit | FMPDFassmer Pivot Davit | FPD

Fassmer Hydraulic Davit | FHD

Fassmer is a complete system supplier including lifeboats, davits and winches. Our davit product 
spectrum ranges from inside-ship pivot solutions up to high-performance deck-mounted systems. 
We offer standard or tailor-made davits for all kind of vessels. Followed by our lifetime service  
support we are constantly aiming to improve your safety at sea.

Fassmer Type

FFH Fassmer Freefall Hydraulic Davit

FLR Fassmer Launching Ramp

FSAR Fassmer Slewing Arm Davit

FPD Fassmer Pivot Davit 

FMPD Fassmer Multi Pivot Davit

FOD Fassmer Outrigger Davit 

FHD Fassmer Hydraulic Davit

Fassmer Gravity Pivot Davit | FPD

Fassmer Outrigger Davit | FOD

Fassmer Hydraulic Davit | FHD
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Self adjustable steps and teak covered hand rail

Fassmer Boarding Systems for Commercial Ships, 
Cruise and Navy Vessels

Fassmer Boarding Systems for commercial ships are based on a modular concept with 
standard elements to meet any size or design specification, while minimizing overall  
dimensions and weight. Our Boarding Systems for cruise ships are specifically designed to 
make coming on board a comfortable as well as an aesthetic experience. For naval applica-
tions, our boarding systems can be stowed inside the ship’s structure. This allows the ship to 
be completely closed to avoid radar detection.    

Accommodation ladder plant including pilot ladder Accommodation ladder plant Telescopic accommodation ladder

Accommodation ladder plant Fassmer OPV gangway Sea ladder on a cruise liner
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Gangways made out of aluminium or composite material, work baskets and rafts, bulwark ladders 
and swivel platforms: Fassmer has an extensive portfolio of gangways and working equipment 
for the typical uses in day-to-day maritime operations. Our customers benefit from ergonomic 
design, high functionality and long service life of our proven equipment. 

Working raft

Working basket

Bulwark ladder

Swivel platform

GRP-built gangways with straight and non-skid surface

Fassmer Gangways and Working Equipment
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FWSC 50 kN with hydraulic wave compensation

Helicopter platform

From ship to (off)shore: Fassmer offers a wide range of systems for offshore installations.  
Helicopter platforms, boarding and crew transfer systems ensuring an easy and safe transfer 
of personel and materials even under harsh weather conditions.  

Windlift

Wind-Shuttle

Fassmer Systems for Offshore Installations 

Helicopter platform
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Fassmer Design, Production and Service 

Needless to say, Fassmer is equally com-

mitted to providing customers with ex-

pert after-sales support. 200 authorized 

service engineers in 40 countries are 

available around the clock to ensure the 

safe and reliable operation of our pro-

ducts. In addition to inspections, regular 

maintenance, repairs, spare parts supply 

and refits, Fassmer specifically offers a: 

o  No-worry package 

     including project management, 

     installation, commissioning and testing

o  Safety management system 

     ensuring that all periodic servicing  

     and maintenance are done according 

     to international regulations and 

     requirements

o  Central service hotline 

     On + 49 (0) 1805 03 5485 callers

     will either receive direct answers

     to technical questions or be referred

     to the right person

Through close cooperation with research institutes and synergies from our five product  
divisions – Shipbuilding, Lifeboats, Deck Equipment, Wind Power and Composite Technology 
– our in-house design and engineering teams achieve customized solutions that meet the 
most challenging demands in terms of reliability, functionality, efficiency and choice of  
materials. Our state-of-the-art production facilities, wide range of techniques and experi-
enced staff assure the superior quality of our products and allow flexible manufacturing  
that ranges from prototypes to large-scale series.

Side Boarding-Ladder Water Slider

Car GarageStern Passerelle Observation- 
Platform

Retractable Ladder
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Fr. Fassmer GmbH & Co. KG

Industriestraße 2

27804 Berne

Germany

Phone +49 44 06 942-0

Fax +49 44 06 942-100

deckequipment@fassmer.de

Visit our website 
www.fassmer.de

Markos Poland | Globino

Fassmer Germany | Rechlin

Fassmer-Marland China | ZhongshanFassmer Headquarters Germany | Berne


